
HOW FITZGERALD TELL THE STORY IN CHAPTER 1 OF THE GREAT

GATSBY ESSAY

Write about some of the ways Fitzgerald tells the story in chapter 1 The chapter begins with Nick Carraway introducing
himself as the narrator. Fitzgerald uses a .

Nick has, by his own admission, come "back from the East last autumn," jaded and embittered by his
experiences there. The narration takes place more than a year after the incidents described, so Nick is working
through the filter of memory in relaying the story's events. This would seem fine; however Tom has also had
many advantages with-in the past and therefore the reader would expect Nick to be able to relate to Tom. As
the chapter continues, more of Nick's background is discussed: the way in which he was raised and his moral
character. Daisy teases Tom about the book but is interrupted when Tom leaves the room to take a phone call.
Carraway is presented as fallible in this chapter, as the gaps in the narrative reveals Nick as a fallible narrator.
The Great Gatsby By F. Nick's initial impulse is to call out to Gatsby, but he resists because Gatsby "gave a
sudden intimation that he was content to be alone. This detail immediately encourages readers to see the
difference between the "haves" and the "have nots. One of the most noticeable examples of this false reality is
Gatsby's background. Tom, known for his infidelities, makes no pretense to cover up his affairs. Nick's
reservation of judgment about people is carefully calculated "snobbish," as he even says and even Nick, the
rational narrator, can be pushed too far. However, throughout the novel, the reader encounters unethical
characters along with a complex intertwined plot that incorporates themes from early 20th century society.
Later, Carraway mentions Jay Gatsby, the man who represents everything he scorns. His use of irony, strong
diction and symbolism plays a significant role in conveying his certain ideologies about the people of this
certain era, and the embodiment of the "great American dream" Arriving at the mansion, Nick is greeted by
Tom, dressed in riding clothes. When Tom takes a phone call, Jordan informs Nick that Tom's mistress is on
the phone. Daisy Buchanan, Nick's cousin, and her husband, Tom, live across the bay in the fashionable
community of East Egg. He briefly mentions the hero of his story, Gatsby, saying that Gatsby represented
everything he scorns, but that he exempts Gatsby completely from his usual judgments. Jay Gatsby grew up in
North Dakota to a poor family. We are given hints and suggestions about how Nick can be portrayed as a
narrator and as a main character. Scott Fitzgerald Sorry, but copying text is forbidden on this website! In this
chapter the writer clearly shows us that America in 20th was dying, there was no truth, no love and no real
relationships, and everything was based on how much money each American had. The light marks Daisy's
house â€” Gatsby's gesture toward it, as the later chapters show, is a gesture of love. He has rank and privilege
and that's the way he wants to keep it. This gesture seems odd to Nick, because all he can make out is a green
light, such as one finds at the end of a dock, across the Sound. Tom, a powerful figure dressed in riding
clothes, greets Nick on the porch. It appears here, in Chapter 5, and again at the book's end. The bonds of the
hedonistic revelry of the opening chapter find metaphorical dismemberment in the contradictory gloominess
of chapter 2; they collapse like the fabric of the American dream However, its overall theme is more about
The American Dream and how people are unable to obtain it. For instance, when Tom chooses to discuss
politics, he reveals himself not just as one who discriminates against people on the basis of class a classicist ,
but also a racist. Nick denies the rumor flatly: "It's a libel. Much of The Great Gatsby centers on appearances
and the rift between who or what one is and who or what society wishes or expects. The reader knows
immediately that the story has already taken place and that Nick is telling it to us through the filter of time. All
America had just people who were obsessed with appearance Scott Fitzgerald. Nick looks out at the water, but
all he can see is a distant green light that might mark the end of a dock. After an awkward dinner, the party
breaks up. However, our opinions of him may differ as we get deeper into the story.


